Fine Turnings

Seattle Chapter, American Association of Woodturners — October 2020
Web: www.seattlewoodturners.org
Facebook: seattlewoodturners

October Zoom Meeting
John Beaver
This month we are featuring John Beaver, the inventor of the
Wave Bowl, who will be talking to us from his home in California. He will be focusing on the subject of photographing your
work (pun intended), along with a little design discussion—
and I’m sure he’ll also be showing us a few wave bowls—and
most likely talking how design, lighting, photography and execution all flow together to provide maximum impact.
Newsletter Change —Eileen Collins is taking over the newsletter, starting in November. Please send all your pictures, articles, tips and tricks, etc. to her
at eileen.aaw.seattle@gmail.com.
Special Event (Tentative—Watch for Email Confirmation)—Instead of our annual indoor swap
meet, we are holding a parking lot swap meeting in October (thanks
Inside this Issue
for the suggestion Bonnie Klein!). Location is the parking lot of East
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Shore Unitarian Church (12700 SE 32nd Street, Bellevue) where we
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had a big Wood Rat session in the past. Date/time: October 24th from
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9:00 to Noon. Contact Russ Prior with questions.
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Coffee Hour Notes - During our Coffee Hours, we often discuss products, websites, etc., and share them through the chat windows. You
can save the chat yourself—or, if you have forgotten to, and really
want to know where to get that widget we talked about—send me an
email—I tend to keep the chat sessions, and can email them to you.
Turning Buddies—See
the next page for info on
a new initiative to connect members.
WiT Presents - In October, the featured artist is
Merryll Saylan. Check out
her website for more details of her work.
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President’s Message
So, we find ourselves in election season.
For those that think, oh no, here he goes, he’s
gonna use his new platform to talk about politics. Not to worry! While there is plenty to talk
about with regard to the national stage, I am not
gonna go there.
The election season I’m taking about is
our need to elect a new Board effective January
2021. For those who don’t know, we elect six
Board members for odd years and five for even
years; so, this year we are tasked with electing
six. Information about our election process can be found in our governing by-laws, which is available
for viewing on our web page.
At this time, the nominating committee has selected a slate of candidates. Some of the candidates were presented in response to my calls for people to volunteer. Others came to the committee based on existing relationships. I believe that the new Board will represent the interests of
the membership very well. As required in our by-laws, a slate, chosen by the nominating committee,
is first presented to the Board then presented to the membership at the October meeting. A final
vote is scheduled for the November meeting. We have done our research and Zoom has a polling
feature that will allow us to actually hold an election.
One caveat to the above process is that floor nominations are allowed at the October
meeting. As long as the nomination is seconded, the nominating committee will then vet that person
and include them in the election if deemed appropriate. The process for including a floor nomination
in the election is not specifically defined in the by-laws so we will work to present such a nomination
in as fair a way as is reasonable.
All for now. In summary, if you want to nominate yourself or someone else, plan to do that at
the October Zoom meeting. Then plan to vote on a slate of candidates at the November Zoom
meeting.
Russ Prior

Turning Circles
Looking for a turning buddy? The club offers a lot of opportunities to share your ideas or learn
to improve your turning. From live demos and (currently virtual) sawdust sessions to mentors and
the ongoing coffee hour, there are a lot of ways to interact with your fellow turners. If you are looking for more options, we’d like to facilitate more local, informal interactions among our members.
Talk with folks that have similar interests, brainstorm new approaches, share ideas, explore new
techniques, or (when it’s safe to do so) meet in smaller groups or join in a mini open-house at a nearby shop.
If you’re interested, please respond to barry@rentonww.com with your turning interests and
physical location. We’ll attempt to match you up with one or more folks in your area, with similar interests, and make introductions to get you started.
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Women in Turning (WiT) - Elizabeth Weber
With all that is going with the pandemic and world
events, it’s easy to find your mind wandering. Turning can
serve not only as a fun hobby, but a cathartic mindfulness
exercise.
For some, the physical nature of turning can be very
similar to meditation. The sound of the gouge as you make
contact with the wood. The shavings flying as you cut
through the layers of wood. The hypnotic patterns and
movements the spinning wood makes while you remove material. When you first start a piece on the lathe, it can be a
bit rough, but as you dive deeper, you find the quiet spot.
Just like diving into tumultuous waters, if you get deep
enough under the chaotic surface, you find the calm.
For others, turning can be a form of conversation
with the wood - it’s a collaboration between you and the
piece. When you try to force the wood into being, it usually
fights back. It requires you to be present - a concentration of the mind and body by being aware of your
movements and how the tool makes contact with the wood. The calmer you are, the more relaxed you are,
and the easier the cuts.
Mindfulness is a good pedagogical concept for relating turning concepts to individuals’ backgrounds.
For example, when teaching a figure skater I mention edge control and balance as essential techniques that
require conscious thought at first. For an engineer, I try to relate process and dimensionality. Everyone has a
woodturner buried inside of them. It’s just a matter of finding ways to make them aware of it.
WiT aims to educate women in woodturning by broadening their skillset in a nurturing environment,
one where women are eager to share the craft and passion with all who wish to be a part of the group, and
where women can enjoy some of the experiences mentioned above. These skills will in turn reinforce selfconfidence, and provide a sense of groundedness. Our hope is that you are able to find a way to tap into
your creative abilities during this difficult time.

Elizabeth’s Report from September’s WiT Presents: Donna Zils Banfield
A lawyer by trade, Donna Zils Banfield has built a foundation
in her woodturning from the ground up. She began woodturning in
2001, and at the end of 2003 she made the decision to close her
private law firm to begin pursuing woodturning full-time. Her work
has morphed and changed throughout the years, pulling inspiration
and techniques from other internationally renowned turners like
Binh Pho and Andi Wolfe. With great attention to detail, she creates
her signature pieces, such as her leaf series, using a combination of
metal leaf, pyrography, texturing, paint, and air brushing. She works
out of her shop in New England that she, her husband, and friends
built with a good old-fashioned barn raising. Incredibly passionate
about teaching, she stresses the importance of knowing someone
who can convey turning to you in a language you understand.
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October Demonstrator—John Beaver
In John’s words and photos:
After spending over 25 years in Hollywood, filming
television commercials, I began experimenting with
a lathe I had inherited. Before I even mastered the
technique, I could see that I wanted to find a way to
give the pieces a little more life. A bowl, or a vase,
or a sculpture sits on a shelf and has a form, and
there’s a certain beauty in that, but I wanted to add
movement and energy to that form.

I have always lived near the ocean, and was inspired
to bring the motion and rhythm of the waves to a
round object. The exploration of that concept led to
the “wavy” design which is still the core element of
my work today.
I started by placing the design on bowls, because
that’s kind of the obvious thing to make on a lathe,
but as I developed new techniques I found that I
could remove the restriction of the vessel and let
the design stand alone as a sculptural form.

By working with round forms I found this opportunity
to create designs that have no beginning or
end. Even as they sit still, you can imagine the design
wrapping around the piece and coming back into

view, giving rhythm to the design. By moving the
shapes around on the piece I found the energy that
hopefully gives a feeling of movement to an otherwise static form.
I live in Pacific Palisades, CA with my wife Candy,
and two wonderful daughters, Lauren and Rachel. When I’m not in the studio, I enjoy Golf, Paddle Tennis, Skiing, Cycling, Kayaking, Hiking and Bocce.
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Show and Tell—Emailed/FB-posted from Members
John Moe

Mike Oliver

Tom Nelson
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Show and Tell (continued)

Elizabeth Weber
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Show and Tell (continued)

Bob Sievers
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Show and Tell (continued)
Myrtle burl. Focus: form;
heartwood sapwood contrast

Gaggle of maple rough outs. Single
hollowing session.

Perry Shaw
Laburnum

Maple burl. From recent wood rats event.
Myriad timber.

Ash burl
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Show and Tell (continued)
Earl Bartell
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Show and Tell (continued)

Elyssa Cichy

Tom Stave

Tom says: “They
are all finished
with Antique Oil
Finish. I'm not
sure what kind
of wood the
non-maple one
is, maybe yellow
cedar. “
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Show and Tell (continued)

Dyed Maple

Maple

Steve Sergev

Cherry burl with copper

Maple plate

Dyed Maple burl shallow bowl
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Show and Tell (continued)
This is a hollow form of figured cottonwood with high gloss lacquer finish. 6” in diameter.

Robin Brown

Jose Pantoja
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Show and Tell (continued)

Jon Ault

Stay tuned—Jon will be providing us with
some more detailed pictures and explanation of how he creates those cool feet
in a future newsletter. Maybe we can
even talk him into doing a sawdust session on the topic...
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Show and Tell (continued)
Had fun with the curvilinear apparatus and stepper driven
helices for a holly wand. About 16" long. Handle done
with curvilinear template, shaft done with a straight taper
of 3/32" per foot (each side). 5-start helix pattern on both
with a little over 3 inches per revolution. I held the butt
end in a collet and made a "tailstock" out of a magnetic
base and an HDPE bearing. I did get some slight chatter in
the middle of the ten+ inch long shaft, but switched to a
lighter cut depth and it came out ok. Started on the plain
lathe, shifted to the rose engine and then back to the plain
lathe for the ball hilt and the tip. It centered very well
back in the Powermatic still using a collet chuck.

Tom Johanson

Barry Roitblat
Brown Mallee bowl, approximately
8 1/2" x 10". Lacquer finish.
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Show and Tell (continued)

Shallow Decorative Bowl - Orcas Island Madrone
2 1/2” x 9” - Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish

McMartin Family Salad Bowl—Big Leaf Maple
4” x 13” - Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish

Decorative Footed Bowl - Ash
3” x 8 1/2” - Polished Lacquer finish

Gregg Johnson

Shallow Serving Bowl - Figured Big Leaf Maple
2 1/2” x 13 1/2” - Beeswax and Walnut Oil finish
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Show and Tell (continued)
Jed Johnson
“Don’t Rain on My Parade”
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Show and Tell (continued)
Tom Wage

3-5/8”Ø x 1-7/8”H (Madrona
with Waterlox Sealer/Finish)

8-3/16”Ø x 2-7/8” H (Big Leaf Maple with Waterlox Sealer/Finish)

5-1/16”Ø x 2-7/16”H (Madrona
with Waterlox Sealer/Finish)

5-9/16”Ø x 4-1/4”H (Madrona
with Waterlox Sealer/Finish)

6-1/2”Ø x 1-5/16”H (Madrona with Waterlox Sealer/Finish)

7-3/8”Ø x 1-3/16”H (Madrona with Waterlox
Sealer/Finish)

7-7/8”Ø x 1-11/16”H (Madrona with
Waterlox Sealer/Finish)
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Show and Tell (continued)
Bolivian Rosewood and Ebony

Dan Schuy

Spalted and Figured Maple

Wenge and Bocote

Chevron Twin
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Show and Tell (continued)

Steve Gary

The elm (left) has a walnut oil finish
and the plum (right) has shellac/
walnut oil finish. Both are Doctors
Woodshop.

Turn & Learn with Earl!
Remote Zoom Mentoring with Earl Bartell
Looking for some woodturning help, maybe just getting
started or trying to solve a turning problem? Contact Earl
Bartell, and see if he can help remotely. He is now setup
to host a Zoom session, and has a couple cameras in his
shop so he can help you work through problems, learn
new techniques, or just provide advise on tools, wood,
etc., just like a regular in-person mentoring session.
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September Meeting—Eric Lofstrom
What can I say—Eric just keeps raising the bar on
demonstrations. If you missed it, a video of the demo will
be available for a short while so you can watch (or rewatch
it). You can find more information about Eric on his website; in addition, he has a handout on his Namaste Series
Endrain Bowls.
Eric started out discussing his background, motivation, and some of the inspiration for his work. One of the
things he said which struck a chord with me was his definition of Namaste - the inner light in me honors the inner
light in you.
His earlier, taller, gilded pieces (left) proved to
be too tall and tipsy, with gilding that showed brush
marks. His style subsequently evolved into shorter
vessels, which were painted instead of gilded.
A second major takeaway was the revelation
that the magic is in the pure curves which allows for
what Eric calls optical resonance - with no break or
distortion or flat spots in the interior curves, the
bowls seem to glow internally. Sharp transitions and
flat spots in the curve result in glare or a shadow line, and detract from effect.
Eric stresses turning safely (I recall an earlier mantra from
him: “It’s ok to work fast, but don’t hurry.”) At a minimum,
woodturners need to equip
themselves with good safety
glasses and a functioning
brain. Make sure your wood is
solid and not likely to fly apart on you. To this end, Eric cuts his blanks
long, then cuts thin slices off the end. Once he has two successive slices that break in different locations, he can be reasonably confident
that there are no hidden cracks waiting to fly apart. Eric picked up this
tip from one of Richard Raffan’s books.
A few more notes I made during the demo, in no particular order:


Use tight, even grained wood, not oily woods.



Glide the bevel, don't rub it.



Trying to avoid sanding inside, since it will distort form and reduce the glow.



Finish the inside curve first, since it is most important, then match outside to
the inside.



Eric chose end grain because of uniformity of outside and inside for texturing, etc. No abrupt transitions from end to side grain and back as in side
grain - it all transitions at the same time.
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September Meeting—Eric Lofstrom (continued)



Use a single point source of light and watch the
generated shadow line for smoothness, not flats.


Eric uses a negative rake scraper to clean up and
finalize the inside curve - the bevel on top mitigates
the aggressiveness of the cut.


Create a hook on your negative rake scraper (like
a cabinet scraper) to clean up the center nub while
lathe is stopped. Scrape upwards, rotate 90 degrees
and do again. Repeat until nub is gone. Don't use
sand paper.



To sharpen the scraper in
between trips to the grinder,
use a diamond hone - green
1200 mesh. This cleans up
the burr, followed by a carbide rod to form a hook on
the edge (note that the picture shows Eric illustrating
this step using a mockup of a
skew, plus a piece of rod; what is really used is a small (approx. 1/8” diameter) carbide rod.



The curve is directly related to the quality of your body motion; the surface is directly related to your
edge preparation and presentation (and wood quality).
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September Meeting—Eric Lofstrom (continued)


Before priming the interior surface, hit it with 2 seconds of sandpaper to provide tooth for primer.
3M latex backed 220 grit
stretched over a finger. Just go in
and out quickly.



Use dewaxed shellac to seal end
grain.



Mask the outside with tape.



For painting, use half of a round
sponge soaked in water, and dab
the paint on.



For experimentation, Eric uses
Ranger brand liquid pearl paint (not
gallery quality) (https://
rangerink.com/collections/liquidpearls)



For his gallery/collectible quality
work, he uses Golden brand paint
(https://www.goldenpaints.com/)



His preferred finish is Osmo Polyx matte finish (https://osmo-store.com/product/polyx-oil-high-solid/)
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Selling Your Work—Barry Roitblat
Do you Sell Your Work?
Did you know that the club website has an area with links to member galleries? It’s not easy to find
(we’re working on that), but if you want to be added to that page, send me an e-mail
(barry@rentonww.com) and I’ll get it added.
If you don’t already have your own web store, there are a number of options available that make it
easy to get started. For example, I’ve been using a solution from Square: https://squareup.com/us/en/online
-store. Square will host your store for free and provides access to tools from Weebly. The free option is a
good way to get up and running quickly. There are some limitations to the free version:






You don’t get a fully custom URL. You’ll end up with something memorable like https://
<yourname>.square.site. I redirect from a custom domain to my Square site.
Your site is not easily found by search engines, so your products aren’t really discoverable. I use
the site as a place I can send people when I want them to see what I’ve got. No one is likely to
find me by chance.
The analytic data is limited, but it will give you a summary of unique visitors and page views per
week.
The layout options for the page are limited, but you can set up a gallery, a store (with categories
of items), and a variety of text blocks.

You can see my page, as an example, at http://barry.roitblat.com
There are some other resources available through the club to help you get started. This year, for example, we formed a group to sell at the Issaquah Farmer’s Market. Because of the pandemic, we never actually saw any selling days, but I expect we will try again next year. We also have plans to create a gallery
section for the club web page to make it easier for visitors to see what we do. Finally, we are exploring the
option of creating a cooperative web store for members to sell their work. Feel free to e-mail me if you’d be
interested, or watch for a survey to gather interest.
Here are some notes on a few other craft shows that have happened in the area during “normal”
years:
Urban Craft Uprising
 Handmade Gift Show (January)
 $350 (3 days) for 5 x 10 booth
 Winter Show (December)
 $400 (2 days) for 5 x 10 booth
 First Thursday (June - September), Occidental Park
 $80 for 10 x 10 booth
 SLU Winter Market (December)
 $400 (2 days) for 5 x 10 booth
 Westlake Holiday Market, 4 weekends (3 days each) in December
 $275/weekend for 10 x 10
Bellevue Hilltop Holiday Craft Show - Interesting mix of products with the usual selection of candles,
cookies, and Christmas decorations, but also some higher end crafts including ceramics, cutting
boards, and, at least, one wood turner. Apparently not a lot of sales for the higher end vendors,
however. 60-70 booths.
 2019 Dates were December 4-7
 Location: Northwest Arts Center
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Do You Sell Your Work—Barry Roitblat (continued)




Central check-out
Applications due by Aug 1st
$70 for 3 x 6 booth + 24% commission

Olympic Peninsula Holiday Bazaar
 3 days
 $120 for 10 x 10 booth
Renton Hassle Free Holiday Bazaar - Larger show with a pretty good crowd. Seemed to have a good
mix of products from small gifts to furniture. Did not see many items priced above ~$75. No turners
at 2019 show, but there were other wood crafts.
 2 days
 $140 (10 x 10)
 Applications due in May
Phinney Winter Festival - Good crowds and a good mix of products and prices. There were several
potters and 3-4 wood workers including a couple of folks that made cutting boards, puzzles, and
hanging racks. I saw some turnings including pens, bottle stoppers, and French rolling pins, but no
bowls, platters, or peppermills.
 2 days
 $200 for 6 x 5
 Applications due August 1
Chick N Coop Craft Fair (Bothell) - Primarily low-cost gifts (lots of candles, baked goods, potpourri)
crowded onto unstaffed tables (buyers pick items and take them to a central cashier). There was one
woodwork table with cutting boards priced in the $45 range.
 3 days
 Not juried, ~50 vendors
 Location: Bothell Rental Hall
 Central check-out
 $75 for 3 x 8 + 15% commission
 4 hour volunteer commitment required
Country Creations - Applications accepted starting in February
 One show scheduled in 2020
 Pickering Barn Christmas – November
 Central check-out
 $60 Application Fee per show + 23% commission and 6 hour work commitment
 3 x 8 booth
Shoreline Arts Festival
 2 days
 $150 for 10 x 10 booth
 Deadline is Feb 29 for June Show
Edmonds Art Festival
 3 days (Father’s Day weekend)
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Do You Sell Your Work—Barry Roitblat (continued)



$700 for 10 x 10 booth
Applications due Jan 20

Puyallup Happy Market
 2 days (March)
 $200 for 10 x 10 booth
 Renegade Fair
 2 shows (July and December)
 2 days each
 $300 for 4 x 8
Issaquah Salmon Days
 2 days in October
 Applications available in May
 $325 for 10 x 10

Local Classes
Some of our local organizations are starting up classes again (often virtual). Here are a few:
Pratt Fine Arts Center (https://www.pratt.org/index.php):
Their current woodworking (wordturning and others) classes are listed here.
BARN (Bainbridge Artisan Resource Network) (https://bainbridgebarn.org/)
All of their current online classes are here. Note particularly the FREE Woodworkers Online Gathering that
meets twice a month (sounds a bit like our coffee hours).
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Color Thoughts—Eileen Collins
The demonstration at the virtual Seattle AAW monthly meeting in September by Eric Lofstrom
sparked my creative juices, as usual. His Namaste bowls and his interpretive techniques for form design and
decoration looked like a lot of fun to try.
As a Textile Arts major my first time through college, I have a lot of experience with colors, color mixing, and color application techniques. I would like to add to the information presented during the demonstration.
 The paint he used involved two colors which mixed very well visually, and are not too expensive if you
wish to try out the technique with those exact colors. Be aware that if you use the less expensive
paints, and there is no information regarding light fastness, you should assume it is not lightfast, and
the color you apply will fade over time, sometimes in 12 months or less. If your goal is to try out techniques to see if you want to pursue color application, this is an excellent path. If you want to do
more, get the better quality paints.
 His gallery pieces are colored with Golden Acrylics, which have light fastness information. This brand
of acrylic paint is not cheap, but you can easily get started with a few basic colors. You can start with
3 primary colors, along with black and white. Personally, I have a preference for the shiny and glittery,
which they have a fine selection of. You can get some “Medium” in your choice of glossiness to thin
the paint color without making the paint watery or changing the color. These are available at
www.dickblick.com, and other art supply websites such as Jerry’s Artarama. On a side note, there is a
nice art supply store, The Art Spot, in downtown Edmonds, near my house. It is an independent art
supply store. They don’t have the lowest prices, but I do my part to keep them in business.
 Speaking of Mediums, there are many types available. You can get one which will simply help set your
paint, or you can get one which you can make spikes on the outside of your bowl before applying
paint or other finish, or many types in between!
 If you are not sure about all of
this but want to give it a try, Arteza has a nice set of Acrylic
paints in small tubes. You can
get 12 colors for $16.99. The
colors in the kit will let you mix
just about any color you can
think of! This set has the light
fastness rating for each color on
the tube. I am going to order
this set and try it out (https://
arteza.com/dp/acrylic-premium-artist-paints-set-12-colors).
 ALWAYS try out the colors mixed together on a sample page or piece of scrap wood before applying
to your bowl or turned work! If you do it on your bowl, you might get a disappointing surprise. I did a
complete dye sample in college with 3 “primary colors”, resulting in a boatload of brown samples!
 I have a book, “Blue and Yellow Don’t Make Green” by Michael Wilcox. There is quite a bit of information on color mixing and color
theory. There is now a second
edition, as well as several related
books on this subject available on
Amazon. What I have always
liked about this book is that he
goes into details about
“tweaking” colors. This theory
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Color Thoughts—Eileen Collins (continued)
can apply to Acrylics, Water Colors, and dyes. You can currently get the second edition for from Amazon (search for “Blue and Yellow Don't Make Green”).
 When I was at The Art Spot yesterday, I was talking to one of the workers. He told me about a really
interesting page on the Golden Acrylics website. You can pick up to 4 colors, vary the ratios, and it will
give you an idea of what the mixed color will be. The bright and shiny tubes are not there, but all the
standard ones are included. I think I have already spent 2 hours playing with colors! (https://
www.goldenpaints.com/mixer).



Make some time for yourself to simply play with color mixing and application. Eric said that layering is
what he finds to be very successful in his work, so try it out yourself. The more you practice and experiment, the more you will find what you like best. This can be a great way to use some of those
scraps we end up with after trimming up our WoodRats treasures!
 After you play with the colors and are ready to make a sample on a piece of wood, be sure to prepare
the sample surface the same as you would the final piece. Sand down to the same grit, clean the surface thoroughly, and apply some sort of surface conditioner/primer if you want the colors to look similar to the way they do on a non-wood surface. There are many options for surface prep, so do not be
afraid to experiment. If your wood is rather open grain, this becomes even more important, as the
paint could bleed through to the outside surface, which would be disappointing. Eric generally uses
tight grained woods.
 Last, but certainly not least, take notes of your sample work! Number the samples, and either write
down all the information physically in a notebook, or electronically on your computer. I also find that
notes on the back side of the sample help for quick reference. Information to include would be the
paint brands, color names, color numbers, and ratios. If you did more than a single application, add
the number of layers, external additives, like the type of medium, and any other technique used.
So, with that, if you already have some acrylic paints, take them and play with mixing what you have.
You can experiment on flat boards or art paper before application on your turned work. Acrylic paint usually
gives you 100% opacity in application, but I haven’t tried mixing with other mediums to attempt a translucent application yet. You can also use water color paints, which are transparent, and can dye the wood.
Many of these have excellent light fastness. Daniel Smith watercolors are the ones I have chosen, and also
have their light fastness listed. They can be covered with an acrylic medium. I have done this in the details
on some of my lace bobbins, and have not experienced any negative effects. Remember that Mica, found in
the sparkly paint does not dye or soak into the wood, so if you try bright and shiny watercolor paints, you
will need to apply a medium to seal those delightful sparkles on to the surface. I am not going to get started
about mixing your own dyes for wood. That is another exciting topic for another newsletter.
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Meet the Members — Perry Shaw (by Don Schuy)
New to Washington State and the Seattle
Woodturners, Perry Shaw moved to Bellevue in June of
this year. Perry was born in Indiana but has lived the majority of his life in California and Florida. Although new to
the area, he has felt at home since the moment he arrived.
Perry was first introduced to woodworking in 8th
grade when his father—a carpenter by trade—asked him
to help build their family home. Perry fell in love with
wood as a result of that experience, and carried that passion into adulthood where he used skills he acquired as a
child to restore old bungalows and build mission style furniture to match the home.
By day, Perry is a healthcare leader—he is passionate about healthcare and leadership, in general, but the
long hours and guiding his teams through constant change
can be stressful. In fact, it was the stress of the job that
partially led him to woodturning.
When asked, Perry shared, “I started woodturning
January 13, 2018. I was coming off a long year of organizational downsizing and I was needing to find a well-being activity. Simultaneously, my dad had retired and
we had assembled a shop for him to help get him out of his La-z-Boy. One the machines we purchased for
his shop was an old Delta lathe. Neither of us had ever used a lathe—in fact, I had no clue what it was used
for—but one day after work I went to dad’s house and found him in the shop. I saw the lathe in the corner
and asked him about it. Dad mentioned it was for turning wood bowls and table legs and stuff so I said, ‘let’s
see what it can do’.” Perry turned his first bowl that day out of endgrain oak. Probably not the easiest timber to start with but that moment of curiosity quickly turned into a passion—and then an obsession.
There were no active woodturning clubs in his town and Perry had never met another woodturner so he
attended “Youtube University” and read copiously about technique and form. Two books written by Richard
Raffan were particularly influential in those early days—Turned Bowl
Design and The Art of Turned Bowls. From his research of Raffan’s
work, Perry bumped into a life changing piece of advice: above all
else, in order to get good at woodturning, one must stand at the
lathe. From that moment Perry set about doing just that. Work and
family are important to Perry and the only time he had to turn wood
was in the early morning before work as his family slept. He started
a regimen of turning from 2am to 6am 7 days a week. Sometimes
he would work on the same technique over and over until he could
replicate it with precision.
Perry estimates he spent approx. 2,000 hours that first year
standing at the lathe and he produced hundreds of bowls—many of
which stacked up around the house. Around 8 months into his journey, he discovered hollow forms (turned vessels with small mouths
at the top) and it was then that woodturning became an obsession.
Perry’s woodturning “studio” in Florida was a single car garage. Although he now has a dedicated workshop, the experience of working
in a relatively small space was influential. He prefers a small and
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efficient space. His current workshop is 9x12 and everything is close at hand—just how he likes it. 2 ½ years
into his woodturning journey, Perry still uses the same lathe he bought shortly after he started turning--a JET
1642. He aspires to own a more powerful Oneway or Robust lathe some day but states he is perfectly happy
with his JET in the meantime.
When asked about his favorite gouges and hollowing tools, Perry states his go-to gouges are made by
Crown tools out of Sheffield, England and his hollowing tools are hand made by world renowned
woodturner John Jordan (www.johnjordanwoodturning.com). For finishing he enjoys using Mahoney Utility
Finish walnut oil and the accompanying wax product. He periodically uses shellac or friction polish. He says
he is becoming interested in dyes and bleaches and plans to explore their use and would love to learn from
others within the club who may have experience in that area of the craft.
Perry is a tough critic of his own work and indicates he hasn’t yet liked one of his finished pieces. He
is passionate about form and states “when I get the form right, everything else falls into place.”
Perry’s advice to new turners is to seek out more experienced woodturners and learn from them.
According to Perry, “Be vulnerable. Seek out the more experienced and ask questions. There is no benefit to
hiding your work in your home either. Show it to others and ask for genuine feedback. People in the
woodturning community want to help others improve. Let them help you—and then find a way to do the
same for others as you build acumen.”
Perry gives most of his work away but he does sell some of his pieces through a boutique in Oregon
and a small gallery in Seattle. Instagram has been his greatest avenue for sales as people discover his work
there. When asked to share how Instagram has helped him expand his audience, Perry states “Because I am
self-taught and really had not met another woodturner in real life until nearly two years after I started, Instagram quickly became a powerful source of community and inspiration. The amount of talent that can be
found on that social media platform is utterly astounding and everyone I’ve met is more than willing to answer questions and share insight. I find others reach out to me quite a bit and I, too, love sharing insights
learned over time. To me, woodturning is a solitary endeavor---but life is all about relationships and I feel
lucky to have the opportunity to build strong relationships through my Instagram community and the Seattle
Woodturners. COVID has made social media connections more important than ever.
If you are on Instagram, Perry’s Username is studio_shaw.
We welcome Perry to Seattle Woodturners and look forward to seeing more of his work.
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Transitional Segmented Vessels—by Dan Schuy
As you can see from my recent submissions for the show and tell section of the newsletter, I have
jumped into segmented vessels with both feet forward and eyes wide open. I particularly like having the
ability to incorporate into my work many different wood varieties that would not be available to me when
turning projects from solid stock, or if they were- would either be horribly expensive or I would have to be
extremely lucky in order to score sizeable turning blanks. I have also become enamored with inserting
different veneers into my projects for accent details.
When I first got interested in exploring the process of making segmented vessels, one of the first
books I purchased for research was James Rodgers’ “The Fundamentals of Segmented Woodturning: Projects, Techniques & Innovations for Today’s Woodturner”. My now dog eared copy has not only earned a
place of high honor in my late night reading stack, but has already guided me through the design and making
of several types of projects- from dizzy bowls (bowl from a board), segmented hollow vessels, various feature ring techniques and now, finally, an idea that has been in the hopper haunting my sleeping hours for
quite some time- Transitional Vessels. The two walnut burl and chevron vessels- the first completed in time
for last month’s newsletter and the second now in this month’s, were the necessary gateway into my moving forward with this new transitional adventure. Transitional vessels are simple constructions which only
require one or two segmented rings with a body of solid hardwood. Since the vessels I was going to turn
were to be on the smaller side, I was able to incorporate some highly figured wood for the bodies.
I have it on very good authority, supported by plenty of anecdotal documentation (please take my
word for it), that when I get bored I am a danger to myself and those around me. Seriously- you’ve been
warned. In light of this- I am often working out the ideas and design details towards my next project while
completing the final stages of the current one(s)… I am also a bit
of an “Ooh Shiny” hoarder of interesting woods. This means,
that I have been collecting decent sized turning blanks and stick
stock of interesting and exotic woods, and more recently, playing
in the shop using my segment cutting sled making feature rings
with future projects in mind. Some of the fruits of my segment
ring labors are shown in the picture to the right.
I took some of the smaller 3 ½” and 4 ½” rings and paired
those up with blanks of maple burl, walnut burl, mango (a new
favorite- wait for it… the picture’s coming), mesquite and curly
cherry. I cut these blanks to a length of between 4” and 6” I then
divided them for top and bottom halves using either a ¼ to ¾ or
2/5 to 3/5 ratios. Adding some solid bits of contrasting/ complementary wood for the feet and top collars
plus a variety of veneer for bling, I came up with a number of “kits” to make some small vases.
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Transitional Segmented Vessels (continued)
These were then glued into two parts each: the
top half containing the upper blank, veneer, collar material and face plate; with the bottom half being the bottom
blank, vener, base material and its face plate.
Once cured the bottom section was mounted to
the lathe, first turned round and then to rough shape
leaving the base oversize for extra support, next it was
drilled out with a Forstner bit to set the interior depth,
then hollowed. At this point I glued the veneer and feature ring to the base portion, using the tail stock as my
initial clamping pressure. This procedure was followed by
turning the ring and veneer to shape, matching the feature ring interior to the inside dimension of the base.
Before taking them off the lathe I also trued up the
mating end to flat, I then sanded the interiors to 400 grit.
Now, it was on to performing most of the same
processes to the top glue up. In the photos below you
will notice the scribed measurement on the mating surface where it will soon join the previously turned feature
ring. This is a rough interior dimension for the base portion of the vessel. Once the interior was appropriately
shaped and sized it too was sanded to 400 grit.
The top and base halves were then glued together
with the desired veneers between. I wish I could say that
I used my lathe to provide clamping pressure and therefor achieved perfect parts alignment until the glue set,
however I am having issues keeping the head stock and
tail stock consistently aligned so sometimes I had to use
bar clamps and my work bench for this glue up instead.
In both instances, on or off the lathe, this meant that my
full body glue ups weren’t quite as true as yours may end
up. Not a problem in the long run, really.
One of the tricks I learned during these builds
was: in order to ensure that I had good grain realignment when performing the final glue up, I made
marks on the two face plate support blocks before the
body parts were turned to help me locate adjoining grain.
This is visible in the maple burl vessel pictured below,
they are on the opposing non-visible side of the mango/
bloodwood vessel. Huge help. Unfortunately I figured
this out AFTER I had prepared and glued up the walnut
burl. Oh well- I am human after all. At least I am trainable… or so I like to claim.
Back to the build.
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Transitional Segmented Vessels (continued)

At this point we are nearing the
home stretch.
What happens next is that the complete glue up is remounted on the lathe with the base nearest the head stock, due
to my aforementioned minor alignment issues I immediately
installed my steady-rest, and the top face plate gets parted off.
Now that I had unfettered access to the business end of the
neck I shaped that and turned my attention to removing excess
veneer, inside and out, and fairing both the exterior and interior
joins. I then finalized the shape of the base.
All that’s left was sanding the exterior and as much of
the interior as I could reach (skinny neck opening and short fingers) starting with 120 grit and finishing with 400. I then parted
the piece from the base plate and took care of dressing the underside of the foot.
The completed vessels then made the trip out of the
shop (it’s a disaster area as I write this- my new dust collection
system arrives on the 1st… yea!) and into my dust free finishing
space where each has received two coats of Min-Wax Antique
Oil in preparation for their mugshots.
These were really fun to make, and allowed me another
cherished opportunity to play with wood color, grain textures,
line and shape. They even came together fairly quickly- I managed to get 4 of the 6 pieces completed this week in time for
my article submission deadline (see the next page for pictures
of the finished pieces).
Note: You will see the to-becompleted mesquite and cherry vessels in
next month’s show and tell along with some others I have in mind- say maybe a spalted
tamarind body with ebony, figured maple and walnut features…, then again, some of the
nesting bowl blanks I cored several months ago are ready for turning. Ah well, I won’t be
bored.
I look forward to seeing what amazing projects each of you create and post on
the club’s Facebook page or submit for show and tell in next month’s newsletter.
Have fun, stay sane, and happy turning to all!
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Walnut, Ebony
and Tamarind

Maple, Ebony
and Rosewoods

Maple, Ebony and
Tamarind

Mango and
Bloodwood

WoodRats—by Jim Hogg & Russ Prior
September has seen only two Woodrats sessions, but they were big! You may ask what counts as
“big”? Well, it’s not so much the amount, or species of wood, but the number of club members , or
“pickers”, who come to select wood on the event’s Saturday morning. And both sessions attracted around
20, which was awesome. Every piece of wood was gone, well within an hour.
The first event was held at a property owned by Dan Robbins’ in-laws, in Lynwood. (How many of us
spotted the McLaren F1 parked in a neighbor’s garage!?) As well as Holly (scientific name “Ilex”) and Maple
from the site, John Corman brought along a
full truck load of Madrone. And Jim Hogg
brought more Holly, sawn earlier in the week
from a remote, 2-acre garden in Snohomish.
To the right is a photo of the Cherry.
As you can see, some large diameter cuts from
a species that doesn’t usually reach that size.
(For those who missed out, Holly turns well:
almost white, with very close growth rings).
On the next page is a photo of the bonus collection of Madrone, still in John’s truck.
The second Woodrats session of the
month was held in Fall City – slabs from a massive Chestnut tree, with a 5-foot diameter
trunk. As I mentioned in last month’s Newsletter, COVID-19 has changed our approach to Woodrats: a few sawyers cut the wood during the week, stack
the pieces in a pile close to the road, and members select their choice on the following Saturday morning.
Cutting the Chestnut took place on Thursday 24th September – a morning of intermittent, torrential thunderstorms. We got very wet!
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Below is a photo showing the wood, stacked outside the
owner’s house, at the end of Thursday’s cut, move and stack. Some
lovely figuring, as you can see. The tree was only recently felled,
and therefore still very wet, and very heavy. Luckily, no-one mistook it for firewood, as it lay by the roadside, or removed any between Thursday and Saturday.
At the
bottom is a photo
from the Saturday
collection event.
Not everyone is
shown; there
were more members standing offcamera to observe
social distancing.
(Another “big”
event with 19
pickers)
I arrived at the property around 8:50, and was one
of the last to get there. The street was already busy with
trucks and cars. Selecting the wood went very quickly.

Looking to future Woodrats events, if you want
wood, be sure to arrive before the official start
time (usually 9 am, but announced by Russ in
email the previous evening). If you arrive even 10
mintes late, you can join in, but might have already missed 1 or 2 rounds of selection.
So, some excellent wood this month. We look
forward to seeing its results show up in future
Show-and-Tell photos in the Newsletter.

The Seattle Woodturners encourages its members to join the AAW
The AAW has a rich library of content available to members. Content includes articles and videos on a variety of woodturning topics: Chucks, Sharpening, Shop Tips,
and more. Members also have access to an archive of the American Woodturner
(a bi-monthly printed publication) and Woodturning FUNdamentals (a bi-monthly
digital publication aimed at foundational woodturning expertise).
For information see the AAW’s web site: http://www.woodturner.org
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Want Ads
For members to sell or purchase tools, wood, etc.
FOR SALE: Walker-Turner Industrial Bi-Metal / Wood Bandsaw, 16” wheels with 16” throat with 8” cutting
height, 9’4” blade, comes with Blade Welder, both the band saw and welder have
been wired for 120VAC, you can switch
wires in power box to set up the band saw
for 220VAC if required. Recent Baldor single phase electric motor. Equipped with 3
Speed Gear Box. Table is drilled for a fence
but unit does not come with fence. Asking:
$700.00 Contact: Paul Masson 360 7949100 I am located in Monroe, WA.
FOR SALE: Walker-Turner Lathe - Specifications:
16 - inch and 12 inch diameter capacity; 42 inch
between centers; 1-inch 12TPI spindle; Number 2
Morris Taper, Headstock & Tailstock; Variable
speed: 650 RPM to 3550 RPM; 110 volt, possibly
rewire to 220 volt; Built in indexing system; Outboard turning system built in with 1-inch 12 TPI
(Left hand threads) shaft. Accessories: 1 - 4 jaw
chuck; 2 - Oneway 4 inch face plates LH (left hand)
threads for outboard turning; 2 - tool rests (1 - 12
inch) and (1 - 4 inch); 5 - face plates for inboard
turning, ranging from 4 1/2 inch to 8 inch; 1 spindle adapter from 1 inch 12 TPI to 1 inch 8 TPI;
2 - screw chucks with face plate rings; 1 - special
LH (left hand) 1 inch 12 TPI unit for making
attachments to outboard turning system; 4 - special wrenches for use at 4 locations to ease setting up to
turn. Asking $400. Contact: Jack Frost - 425-432-0588
FOR SALE: Delta cabinet saw 3hp, biesemeyer fence and cross cut sled and out feed table, model 36-729;
Delta shop master drill press model dp350; Festool Kapex sliding compound miter saw; Jet 6inch jointer
JJ6CSX 1hp, with mobile base; Laguna 14in bandsaw LT14BX110-175, with mobile base; Oneida dust collector 2hp. 220volt; Festool dust extractor CT26E HEPA FILTER; Festool orbital sander ETS125EQ. please call
Gary Clarke if interested—425-451-3437, leave a message and I
will call back.
FOR SALE: WEN battery electric chain saw. 16” chainsaw with
(40V) battery and charger, approximately 2 years old. Asking
$75. Works well, but I wanted something a little bigger and more
powerful. Contact Barry - barry@rentonww.com.
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Want Ads (continued)
FOR SALE: Jet 1442 wood lathe. 14” swing
over ways; 42” between centers; 1hp 110v motor; Heavy-duty cast iron lathe bed adds stability while limiting vibration during use; Reeves
drive pulley system allows quick variable speed
changes from 450 to 3000 RPM; Headstock
swivels 360 degrees with positive stops at 45
and 90 degrees and can be positioned anywhere along the bed; Spindle has positive locking indexing in 10 degree increments; Built in
spindle locks allow for removal of replacing
faceplates and chunks with ease; Cam-lock
mechanisms allow adjustments of headstock,
tailstock and tool rest base without having to
use tools; Includes some accessories such as
tool rests, centers, etc.; I am asking $1000,
cash only; Perry Moore, 425-757-0352,
Bluetwodot44@gmail.com.

WANTED: NSK PRESTO or similar PIERCING TOOL - If you have a NSK Presto or a simi-lar piercing tool that
you no long-er want, I am interested in buying it from you. Pease contact: Bridged Speed at LadyTurnerB@yahoo.com
WANTED: USED LATHES We have new members looking to buy used lathes to get started on their new turning hobby. If you have a lathe that you would like to sell, please send us photos and information for insertion
in the next newsletter!
WANTED: Husqvarna 372 running or not. Paul 206-718-1753
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Sponsors
We encourage members to shop at club sponsors. They provide gift certificates and donate equipment (or
provide equipment discounts) to the club. Rockler and Crosscut Hardwoods give club members a 10% discount on non-sale items with your membership card. Craft Supplies USA will give a 10% discount on abrasives if you identify yourself as a member of the Seattle AAW Chapter. Klingspor will also provide a 10% discount all none motorized items not already on sale if you are registered with them as a member of our club.
Dusty Strings provides us with free wood for our KIDSFair tops.

Rockler has two locations in the Seattle area. South Seattle
- 17326 Southcenter Pkwy, Tukwila, WA; North Seattle - 832
NE Northgate Way, Seattle WA

Crosscut Hardwoods is one of the largest domestic and exotic hardwood suppliers in the area catering to DIYer’s and
building professionals. 4100 First Ave S, Seattle WA

Equipment Sales and Surplus provides “from the warehouse
surplus” on JET, Powermatic, Wilton, Performax, and others
as well as unmatched pricing on new items from these
brands. 1801 West Valley Highway N, Auburn, WA
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Seattle AAW Calendar
January 2020
2 Board Meeting
9 Meeting: TBD
- Wood Identification
11 Sawdust Session: None

February 2020
4 Board Meeting
13 Meeting: Lutrick, Firpo &
Mittet - Coring 3 Ways
15 Sawdust Session: Coring

March 2020
3 Board Meeting
12 Meeting: Cindy Drozda
- Finial Box
14 Sawdust Session: Basic
Bowls (signup required)
31 Board Meeting

April 2020

May 2020
2 Virtual Sawdust Session

9 Meeting: Seri Robinson
- Spalting (Remote Demo
Streaming to members)
18 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Wave Bowls

5 Board Meeting
14 Meeting: Alan & Lauren
Zenreich - Eccentric

- Wheel of Delicacy

August 2020
13 Meeting: Jason Clark
- Saturn Bowl

Burt Hovander

November 2020
3 Board Meeting

- Photographing Your Work

27 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Lutrick

Making tool handles with

8 Meeting: John Beaver

- The Calabash Bowl

(Remote Streaming )

29 Virtual Sawdust Session:

October 2020

11 Meeting: Emiliano Achaval

Basic Bowls with David

4 Board Meeting
9 Meeting: Mciahel Alguire

2 Board Meeting

Turning & Embellishment
30 Sawdust Session: Lasers

July 2020

June 2020

12 Meeting: Adam Luna Threaded Boxes

24 Parking Lot Swap Meet
28 Virtual Sawdust Session:
Topic TBD
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30 Board Meeting

September 2020
1 Board Meeting
10 Meeting: Eric Lofstrom
- End Grain Bowl
22- Worldwide Woodturning
26 Symposium
29 Board Meeting

December 2020
1 Board Meeting
10 Meeting: Steve Sinner—
Deep Hollowing

Seattle Chapter Officers
President
Russ Prior

russcprior@gmail.com

Vice President

Eric Cutbirth
eric.cutbirth@outlook.com

Secretary

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Treasurer

Robin Brown
seattleaawt@gmail.com

Director of
Programs

Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com

Director of
Membership

Brian Flippin
flippin.brian@gmail.com

Director of
Communications

Bridged Speed
turnatrix@yahoo.com

Member-at-Large Barry Roitblat
#1
barry@rentonww.com

Member-at-Large Earl Bartell
#2
earlturns@aol.com

Member-at-Large Steve Geho
#3
Steve.geho@gmail.com

Member-at-Large Andy Firpo
#4 (Outreach)
drewdog@isomedia.com

Seattle Chapter Volunteers
Head Wood Rat

Russ Prior
russcprior@gmail.com

Audio
And
Video

Dan Robbins
David Vaughn
Burt Hovander
avteam@seattlewoodturners.org

Photographer

Ross Nooney
rossnooney@me.com

Sawdust Sessions Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com

Trailer Puller

Jim Hogg
jim.h.hogg@live.com

Hospitality

Linda Shulman
Sylvia Wayne

Safety Officer

(open)

Librarian

George Baskett
Rich Formisano

Sealer

Steve Gary
gpworks@comcast.net

Inventory Control Tom Street

Facilities Setup

Michael Crampon
michael.crampon@gmail.com

Name Badges

Women in Turning (Wit) Rep

Elizabeth Weber

Newsletter Editor Tim Tibbetts
tim.aaw.seattle@gmail.com
Web Site

Bridged Speed
turnatrix@yahoo.com

George Hart

Seattle Chapter Mentors
See the club website for information about our mentor program, and available mentors.

Next Club Meeting: October 8th, 2020 (REMOTE VIRTUAL MEETING)
6:00 PM (social time) 6:45 PM (Business Meeting) 7:00 PM (Demo)
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